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A- Read the following text then do the tasks 

below: 

 

Life in the future will be very different.  

Futurologists predict that life will probably be 

very different in all the fields of activity. I think 

that in the future we’ll have more comfortable life. 

This will be obvious in all aspects of life. As for  

education, e-books will replace traditional books,  

robots will replace teachers and students won’t 

have to go to schools every day as they will study 

at home through online teaching. On the other 

hand, health will improve a swell. New medicines 

will help people get better and scientists and 

researchers are going to find cure to many diseases 

like Aids and Cancer. So people will live longer. 

 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete 

the following : (50 marks) 

1. In the future, e-books will replace ………, 

robots will replace teachers. 

      a- new books                 b- classical books 

      c- traditional articles   d- old newspapers 

2. In my opinion, life will be comfortable and that 

will be obvious in ………….. of life. 

      a- some aspects             b- a few areas  

      c- all fields                    d- much aspects 

3. As for health, ………….will help people get 

better. 

      a- modern drugs          b- old medicines 

      c- new diseases             d- new illnesses    

4. ‘replace’ means: 

      a- exchange                   b- keep 

      c- take the place of       d- both (a) and (c) 

5. ‘Futurologists’ means: 

      a- people who explain the future 

      b- people who make cakes 

      c- people forecast the future 

      d- people who teach lessons 

 

 

B- Read the following text then do the tasks 

below: 

 

Many successful people with Down’s Syndrome 

have proved they have been really good at making 

decisions and they achieved their aims. For an 

example, Sujeet Desai from Buffalo is a famous 

musician who can play seven instruments. His 

greatest achievement was his 2015 performance at  

Carnegie Hall. Another example, Pablo Pineda is 

an actor and educator known for being the first 

European with Down Syndrome who mad 

decision to obtain a university degree. Although 

he still acts, Pineda is currently working on 

implementing an international strategy to increase 

employment opportunities for people with 

disabilities. People can make the right decision if 

they are well-trained and if they intend to do so.  

 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

6. Pablo Pineda is an actor and teacher. (         ) 

7. People with Down’s Syndrome aren’t good at  

     making decisions. (        ) 

8. People can make the wrong decision if they are  

    well-trained and if they intend to do so. (        ) 

9. Sujeet Desai’s worst achievement was his 2015  

    performance at Carnegie Hall. (        ) 

10. Pineda is working on a strategy to increase  

     disable people’s working opportunities. (        ) 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11. The kitchen is really dirty! So ……………..  

       the dishes now! And vacuum the floor. 

    a)- does                            b)- do 

    c)- done                           d)- doing                                  

12. She had a problem in the bank, so she  

      …………… to meet the manager. 

    a)- is asking                    b)- asks                           

    c)- asked                         d)- ask 

13. Life in the future …………. be very different. 

    a)- was                            b)- going to              

    c)- were                          d)- will 

14. She misses him! She ……. him for a long time. 

    a)- haven’t seen             b)- has seen   

    c)- hasn’t seen               d)- sees             

15. The kids don’t even …….. they are learning. 

    a)- knows                       b)- know    

    c)- is knowing                d)- knew                       

16. If the operation …………. successful, he  

      would be completely cured. 

    a)- was                           b)- were 

    c)- is                               d)- are                       

17. The phone ….. when they were having lunch. 

    a)- rang                         b)- rings                        

    c)- is ringing                 d)- ring 

18. She ………….. a newspaper upstairs now. 

    a)- reads                        b)- is reading                

    c)- read                          d)- was reading                                                                                                                                                  

19. I ….. my pen. I am unable to do my exercise. 

    a)- have loose                b)- loses                   

    c)- have lost                   d)- has lost 

20. ……………… warmly so you don’t get cold  

     outside. It’s snowing! 

    a)- Dress                         b)- Dressed                       

    c)- Dressing                    d)- Dresses 

21. My family is ……….. extended family where  

      my uncles, aunts, cousins, etc. live together. 

    a)- an                               b)- a                             

    c)- the                              d)- none 

22. Tonight we ……… have a birthday party  

      for my mother.  

    a)- was                            b)- are going to        

    c)- were going to            d)- will 

23. Students ………….. have to go to schools  

      because of on-line teaching.  

    a)- are going to               b)- will                          
    c)- would                         d)- won’t 

24. We make thousands of decisions ………. day. 

    a)- in                                b)- of                               

    c)- a                                 d)- on 

25. ………….. houses are big. 

    a)- This                            b)- Those                   

    c)- Theirs                        d)- That 

26. They started recording the books of the 9
th

  

       ………. the 12
th

 grades. 

    a)- and                             b)- so                           

    c)- as                                d)- but 

27. There aren’t ……….. students in the library. 

    a)- a little                         b)- any                        

    c)- much                          d)- some 

28. Cycling is a totally ………. form of transport. 

    a)- sustain                        b)- sustainable  

    c)- sustained                    d)- sustaining               

29. The word “cab” has the vowel: 

    a)- æ                                  b)- e                                        

    c)- ʌ                                   d)- a: 

30. The sound /ʌ/ is in the word: 

     a)- rag                                   b)- truck                                  

     c)- bird                                 d)- shirt 

D- Ask about the underlined words in each 

sentence: (40 marks) 

31. A: ……..…………………………………….? 

      B: People will live easily and cheaply on the  

           moon. 

32. A: ……….…………………………………..? 

      B: The manager was holding a meeting at  

            7:00 pm yesterday. 

33. A: ……………….…………………………..? 

      B: There are five oceans in the world. 

34. A: ……………….…………………………..? 

      B: Yes, he is learning to play an instrument. 

E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35. I am happy to get birth in these family. 

        A       B              C                  D 

36. She gave a greatest performance of her career. 

                A          B               C                    D 

37. He decide to fight until the last breath. 

               A          B        C             D 

38. The students brought the trees to sell him. 

              A             B             C            D 

F- Write a (50) word composition about the 

following topic: ( 40 marks) 

Write about a decision you have made. 

- What was your decision about 

- When did you make it? 

- What was the result? 

- How did you feel about it? 
Good Luck 
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A-Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Choose the right answer (a ,b, or c )to complete the following : (50 marks) 

1- b) classical books 2- c) all fields                     3- a) modern drugs           4- d) both (a) and (c) 5- c) people forecast 

the future 

                         

                                               
B- Read the following text and do the tasks below: 

Write true T or false F: (50 marks) 

            6- ( T ) 7- ( F ) 8- ( F ) 9- ( F ) 10- ( T ) 

 

         

 
C- Choose the correct answer: (200 marks) 

11- b)- do 12- c)- asked                          13- d)- will 14- c)- hasn’t seen                15- b)- know    

16- a)- was                            17- a)- rang                          18- b)- is reading                19- c)- have lost                    20- a)- Dress                          

21- a)- an                                22- b)- are going to        23- d)- won’t 24- c)- a                                  25- b)- Those                   

26- a)- and                              27- b)- any                        28- b)- sustainable 29- a)- æ                                   30- b)- truck                                  

                         

 
D- Ask about the underlined words in each sentence: (40 marks) 

31- How will people live on the moon? 

32- What was the manager doing at 7:00 pm yesterday? 

33- How many oceans are there in the world? 

34- Is he learning to play an instrument? 

 

 
E- Find the mistake in each sentence: (20 marks) 

35- D)- these family 36- B)- a greatest 

37- A)- decide 38- D)- to sell him 

 
F- Write a (50) word composition about the following topic: ( 40 marks) 

   Students’ own answer. 

 

 


